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At 30 June 2009 there were 29,317 
prisoners (sentenced and 
unsentenced) in Australian 
prisons, an increase of 6% (1,702 
prisoners) from 30 June 2008. 

 ABS, Prisoners in Australia, 2009



New Punitivism
 Crime is bad and getting worse, just look at . . .

 Criminals are outside society, and have 
forfeited all rights

 Redemption is impossible, reintegration is 
‘soft’ and invites disaster

 Criminals do not fear jail

 The young, in particular, are different and 
dangerous

 Society can only be made safe by excluding 
offenders



New Punitivism

 Ignorant of history (implied ‘golden age’)

Hostile to scholarship

Aggressive, energetic and irresponsible

Makes false claims on tradition

‘Hanging’s too good for him’.

‘An eye for an eye’



Need to contest the space

 Seek unlikely allies

 Join or participate in hostile organisations / forums

 Accept the need for separate streams
 Within institutions

 Engaged community sector

 Public voices

Loud and provocative public voices are complementary 
to scholarly research and constructive engagement



Be brave, and keep it simple
 If you do your time, you have paid for your crime.

 Everyone is in favour of justice for the innocent, but 
justice for the guilty is just as important.

 Jails cost a fortune, and don’t make us safer.

 Jails make stupid young blokes into life-long criminals



Contest from within tradition
 It is a core Christian value to oppose the death penalty 

in all circumstances

 Jesus told us to treat every prisoner as if the prisoner 
was Jesus

 The Labor Party has always been a fearless opponent 
of capital punishment

 A conservative is someone who insists on a fair trail of 
the worst offender



Make no excuses
Actions have consequences – sometimes this 

consequence is rightly jail

Allow no excuses
Jail has consequences – to the offender, to the 

offender’s family, to society as a whole, and to the 
future.


